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1
Introduction
Virus, like all organisms, mutate over time. The description below, from the journal article
”Mechanisms of viral mutation” ([1]) captures the essence of viral mutation. SARS-CoV-2 is,
as you should know by now, an RNA virus:

The remarkable capacity of someviruses to adapt tonewhosts and environments
is highly dependent on their ability to generate de novo (from scratch) diversity
in a short period of time. Rates of spontaneous mutation vary amply among
viruses. RNA viruses mutate faster than DNA viruses, single-stranded viruses
mutate faster thandouble-strandvirus, andgenome size appears to correlate neg-
atively with mutation rate.

Figure 1 shows a sample timeline of how viruses have evolved over time. In this figure,
paleoviruses are those viruses that have gone extinct. The lab ”mya” refers to millions of years
ago. The term hominoids refers to humans, their fossil ancestors, and other anthropoid apes,
which includes primates belonging to the family Pongidae, which includes the chimpanzee,
bonobo, gorilla, and orangutan.
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Figure 1: Viral mutations [3]

Notice from the phylogenetic tree that there are three major clades: humans and other
hominoids;OldWorldmonkeys (baboons andmacaques); andNewWorldmonkeys (lemurs,spider
monkeys, howler monkeys, etc.). Note that viral mutations for New World monkeys is rela-
tively recent in evolutionary scale, if we are considering the three major clades on the phylo-
genetic tree.

By now you should have a fundamental knowledge of phylogenetic trees, and Figure 2 is
provided as a reminder. To construct a phylogenetic tree, you take the sequences (either nu-
cleotide/base pairs like A,C,T, and G; or the amino acid sequences) and align them. Then,
based on the alignment, and using an algorithm such as the UPGMA (unweighted pair group
method with arithmetic mean), you construct the phylogenetic tree. The ones shown in both
figures are called rooted trees, because the root – on the far left – represents a common ances-
tor. In this lab, you will also see examples of unrooted, radial, and clock trees.
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Figure 2: Genetic epidemiology [2]

The creation of a tree such as shown in Figure 2 is a standard method of performing what
is known as genomic epidemiology, which is the focus of this lab. Figure 3 shows a generalized
flowchart for how genomic epidemiology is conducted with bacterial studies, and the proce-
dure for viruses is identical. Note that the typical products of a genomic epidemiology study is
the creation of a phylogenetic tree and amap showing how the pathogen (whether bacterial or
viral is inconsequential) across a region or across the world, as is the case with SARS-CoV-2.

Figure 3: Genetic epidemiology of bacterial pathogens [5]

For this lab, youwill bedoinggenomic epidemiologyusing aweb-based tool calledNextStrain
([6]). This tool uses data mostly from the GISAID Initiative ([7]), and is written using
JavaScript and Python. This code is downloadable for you to conduct your own experiments,
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but for this lab we will use the web-based online version located at https://nextstrain.
org/.

2
Student Activity
NOTE!The majority of the steps for the activity will be demonstrated in the webinar.
These instructions are meant only as short reminders of the steps you need to take to
effectivelymodify the lead drug and test the new compounds!

Use the following questions as guides to using NextStrain to explore the SARS-CoV-2
viral evolution. Respond to these questions in the Canvas quiz for this lab!

For all of these questions, your data set selection should be ”ncov” on the selection panel
on the left-hand side of the NextStrain page. NOTE! There are different display options. I
prefer the ”Grid” panel options, but youwill get better resolutionwith the ”Full” panel option.
Find the one that works best for you!

You will answer these questions using the Canvas lab/quiz page. They are provided here
for your convenience.

1. Startup: go to https://nextstrain.org/ncov/global, the latest global analysis
page of NextStrain.

2. Scenario 1: for this question, make sure your selection is on ”global”.

(a) For a date range between Dec 2019 and January 2021, how many different viral
genomes were sequenced?

(b) Scroll down to the ”Diversity” window under the map. Click at the very end of
the diversity chart, locate Codon 24 inORF (open reading frame) 10. From this,
you should be able to determine howmany base pairs (nucleotides, or As, Cs, Ts,
and Gs) make up the sequence for this virus. So, how long is the SARS-CoV-2
virus in terms of base pairs/nucleotides? NOTE! It’s a little tricky to hover the
mouse over the right spot, but with a little patience, you should be able to do it!
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(c) Look at the map. Hit the ”Play” button and watch the transmission of the virus
over time. Based on this, most of the transmissions in the US came from which
continent – Asia (China) or Europe? Make sure you watch the animation for the
entire time!

(d) Using the rectangular phylogenetic tree, click on the start of the tree on the very
left-hand side of the tree. This should indicateDecember 24, 2019. What was the
country of origin for this virus?

(e) Click on ”unrooted” tree. Notice a lot of genomes branching off upwards and to
the right. Click on the very light gray branch, near the root, the one with 2171
genomes, almost 70% of all the genomes sequenced. From what country did
these come from (at least with 92% confidence!)

(f) Click on the ”clock” tree option. How many new mutations (”subs” or substitu-
tions) are being generated per year?

(g) Under ”Branch Length”, click on the ”Divergence” tab. Notice that the x-axis is
now in number of mutations, and the lengths of the lines are in divergence units,
or number of mutations. Find the strain farthest to the right. How many muta-
tions does that represent, and where (geographically) is that strain located?

3. Scenario 2: Clade analysis. As you should have learned from the earlier studies of phy-
logenetic trees, a clade is a grouping of related organisms. In Figure 4, there are three
major clades shown for this hypothetical tree. These might correspond to mammals,
vertebrates and invertebrates if we were describing animal taxonomies.

Figure 4: Example of clades [4]
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(a) Genomic epidemiologists have divided the SARS-2-CoV-2 virus into how many
clades?

(b) Color the tree byGenotype, using the S protein at position 614. What amino acid
has changed at position 614 on this protein? Figure 5 provides a one-letter amino
acid chart for your convenience!

(c) There is a new strain of virus, recently (December 2020-ish) on the spike protein
at position 501. Color the tree by Genotype, using the S protein at position 501.
What amino acid has changed at position 501 on this protein?

Figure 5: One letter amino acid chart

4. Scenario 3: Searching by Genotype Use the ”Color By” option and select ”Genotype”.
If you recall, earlier we looked at a mutation on the S (spike) protein, and located at
position 614. Do a genotype search by the S protein, and enter 614. Set the branch
labels by clade.

(a) You should note two major clades, one in blue and one in yellow/orange. What
is the amino acid for the blue clade? What is the amino acid at the yellow clade?
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